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Decades of research have demonstrated that the parent-child
dyad and the environment of the familyâ€"which includes all
primary caregiversâ€"are at the foundation of children's wellbeing and healthy development. From birth, children are
learning and rely on parents and the other caregivers in their
lives to protect and care for them. The impact of parents may
never be greater than during the earliest years of life, when a
child's brain is rapidly developing and when nearly all of her
or his experiences are created and shaped by parents and
the family environment. Parents help children build and refine
their knowledge and skills, charting a trajectory for their health
and well-being during childhood and beyond. The experience
of parenting also impacts parents themselves. For instance,
parenting can enrich and give focus to parents' lives;
generate stress or calm; and create any number of emotions,
including feelings of happiness, sadness, fulfillment, and
anger. Parenting of young children today takes place in the
context of significant ongoing developments. These include: a
rapidly growing body of science on early childhood, increases
in funding for programs and services for families, changing
demographics of the U.S. population, and greater diversity of
family structure. Additionally, parenting is increasingly being
shaped by technology and increased access to information
about parenting. Parenting Matters identifies parenting
knowledge, attitudes, and practices associated with positive
developmental outcomes in children ages 0-8;
universal/preventive and targeted strategies used in a variety
of settings that have been effective with parents of young
children and that support the identified knowledge, attitudes,
and practices; and barriers to and facilitators for parents' use
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of practices that lead to healthy child outcomes as well as
their participation in effective programs and services. This
report makes recommendations directed at an array of
stakeholders, for promoting the wide-scale adoption of
effective programs and services for parents and on areas that
warrant further research to inform policy and practice. It is
meant to serve as a roadmap for the future of parenting
policy, research, and practice in the United States.
The essential guide to blending safety and health with
economical engineering Over time, the role of the engineer
has evolved into a complex combination of duties and
responsibilities. Modern engineers are required not only to
create products and environments, but to make them safe
and economical as well. Safety and Health for Engineers,
Second Edition is a comprehensive guide that helps
engineers reconcile safety and economic concerns using the
latest cost-effective methods of ensuring safety in all facets of
their work. It addresses the fundamentals of safety, legal
aspects, hazard recognition, the human element of safety,
and techniques for managing safety in engineering decisions.
Like its successful predecessor, this Second Edition contains
a broad range of topics and examples, detailed references to
information and standards, real-world application exercises,
and a significant bibliography of books for each chapter.
Inside this indispensable resource, you'll find: * The duties
and legal responsibilities for which engineers are accountable
* Updated safety laws and regulations and their enforcement
agencies * An in-depth study of hazards and their control * A
thorough discussion of human behavior, capabilities, and
limitations * Key instruction on managing safety and health
through risk management, safety analyses, and safety plans
and programs Additionally, Safety and Health for Engineers
includes the latest legal considerations, new risk analysis
methods, system safety and decision-making tools, and
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today's concepts and methods in ergonomic design. It also
contains revised reference figures and tables, OSHA
permissible exposure limits, and updated examples and
exercises taken from real cases that challenged engineering
designs. Written for engineers, plant managers, safety
professionals, and students, Safety and Health for Engineers,
Second Edition provides the information and tools you need
to unite health and safety with economical engineering for
safer technological solutions.
1981- in 2 v.: v.1, Subject index; v.2, Title index,
Publisher/title index, Association name index, Acronym index,
Key to publishers' and distributors' abbreviations.
A memoir of Cassie's life leading up to, and during her
Expedition around the world. At age twenty-seven, Cassie De
Pecol accomplished something remarkable. She became the
first woman on record to travel to every country on Earth, and
did it faster than anyone in history, male or female. She was
inspired by her experiences on the Discovery Channel's
Naked and Afraid both the three weeks she spent in the
Panamanian wilderness and the cyberbullying she endured
after the show. And it opened her eyes to the need for women
to make a difference in the world. In Expedition 196, Cassie
shares the secrets behind her personal triumphs and
miraculous achievements. It's the story of a dreamer and a
doer who went from restless college dropout to fearless
adventurer to philanthropist and humanitarian activist
dedicated to female empowerment and global sustainability.
Thrilling, inspiring, and unforgettable, Expedition 196 views
the world through the eyes of one extraordinary young
woman whose heart took her farther than most people can
even imagine.
The most complete guide of its kind, this is the standard
handbook for chemical and process engineers. All new
material on fluid flow, long pipe, fractionators, separators and
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accumulators, cooling towers, gas treating, blending,
troubleshooting field cases, gas solubility, and density of
irregular solids. This substantial addition of material will also
include conversion tables and a new appendix, “Shortcut
Equipment Design Methods.”This convenient volume helps
solve field engineering problems with its hundreds of common
sense techniques, shortcuts, and calculations. Here, in a
compact, easy-to-use format, are practical tips, handy
formulas, correlations, curves, charts, tables, and shortcut
methods that will save engineers valuable time and effort.
Hundreds of common sense techniques and calculations help
users quickly and accurately solve day-to-day design,
operations, and equipment problems.
This scholarly study of NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center
places the institution in social, political, scientific, and
technological context. It traces the evolution of Marshall,
located in Huntsville, Alabama, from its origins as an Army
missile development organization to its status in 1990 as one
of the most diversified of NASA's field Centers. Chapters
discuss military rocketry programs in Germany and the United
States, Apollo-Saturn, Skylab, Space Shuttle, Spacelab, the
Space Station and various scientific and technical projects
including the Hubble Space Telescope. It sheds light not only
on the history of space technology, science, and exploration,
but also on the Cold War, federal politics, and complex
organizations.
The strengths and abilities children develop from infancy
through adolescence are crucial for their physical, emotional,
and cognitive growth, which in turn help them to achieve
success in school and to become responsible, economically
self-sufficient, and healthy adults. Capable, responsible, and
healthy adults are clearly the foundation of a well-functioning
and prosperous society, yet America's future is not as secure
as it could be because millions of American children live in
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families with incomes below the poverty line. A wealth of
evidence suggests that a lack of adequate economic
resources for families with children compromises these
children's ability to grow and achieve adult success, hurting
them and the broader society. A Roadmap to Reducing Child
Poverty reviews the research on linkages between child
poverty and child well-being, and analyzes the povertyreducing effects of major assistance programs directed at
children and families. This report also provides policy and
program recommendations for reducing the number of
children living in poverty in the United States by half within 10
years.
"[Seize the high ground is a] narrative history of the Army's
aerospace experience from the 1950s to the present. The
focus is on ballistic missile defense, from the early NIKEHERCULES missile program through the SAFEGUARD
acquisition site allowed by the 1972 ABM Treaty to the more
advanced 'Star Wars' concepts studies toward the end of the
century. [What is] covered is not only the technological
response to the threat but the organizational and tactical
development of the commands and units responsible for the
defense mission"--CMH website.
A previous AJN Book-of-the-Year Award winner, Burns &
Grove’s The Practice of Nursing Research: Appraisal,
Synthesis, and Generation of Evidence, 9th Edition is the
trusted resource for those wanting to master the research
methods that are foundational to evidence-based practice.
This highly respected textbook covers how to appraise and
apply existing research evidence, as well as how to
participate in research and quality improvement projects. This
new 9th edition has been extensively updated to reflect
today’s focus on online research in the digital era and
includes clear, step-by-step guidelines for all major
quantitative and qualitative research approaches — including
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supporting examples from the latest high-quality literature.
There’s also new content on translational research, coverage
of the most current research tools and techniques, and an
increased use of illustrations, tables, and other visuals to help
engage visually oriented readers of all levels. Coverage of
quantitative, qualitative, and other research methodologies
provides a solid foundation to conduct, appraise, and apply
research evidence to the realities of today's clinical practice.
Balanced coverage of qualitative and quantitative methods
addresses the qualitative research methodologies that are
often the starting point of research projects, particularly in
magnet hospitals and DNP programs. Clear, comprehensive
coverage is organized into five units that include: an
introduction to nursing research; coverage of the research
process; application for evidence-based health care; how to
analyze data, determine outcomes, and disseminate
research; and how to propose and seek funding for research.
Strong emphasis on evidence-based practice addresses this
key graduate-level QSEN competency and reinforces how to
generate research evidence and appraise and synthesize
existing research for application to clinical practice. Rich
examples from nursing literature bring research principles to
life. Emphasis on the most currently used research
methodologies focuses on the methods used in both
quantitative research and qualitative research, as well as
outcomes research and mixed-methods research. Coverage
of digital data collection examines the use of online research
tools. Quick-reference summaries include a table of research
methods inside the front cover and a list of types of research
syntheses (with definitions) inside the back cover. Helpful
user resources are included with each new text purchase on
the companion Evolve website and feature 400 interactive
review questions along with a library of 10 full-text research
articles.
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The CAM coach brings together the writing partnership of
Mark Shields and Simon Martin. Mark is a Nationally
renowned NLP coach and Trainer and Simon a veteran
natural health journalist and editor of CAM, the monthly
magazine for practitioners of complementary and alternative
medicine. Between them they have come up with a host of
proven secrets, strategies and evidenced techniques of how
to successfully set up and run a Complementary Health
Practice. The CAM coach is based upon Mark Shields
Coaching for Practitioners Series in CAM magazine which
has been proven to help,coach, inspire and motivate many
practitioners over the years This together with expert
contributions from industry leading experts such as Mike Ash,
Jayney Goddard, Anthony Haynes and Kate Neil makes the
CAM Coach a unique and valuable resource for anyone
looking to work successfully in the Complementary and
Alternative Medicine industry
Selected Proceedings of the Xth Public Relations World
Congress `Between People and Power', Amsterdam, June
3-7, 1985.
Now in dynamic full color, SI ENGINEERING
FUNDAMENTALS: AN INTRODUCTION TO ENGINEERING,
5e helps students develop the strong problem-solving skills
and solid foundation in fundamental principles they will need
to become analytical, detail-oriented, and creative engineers.
The book opens with an overview of what engineers do, an
inside glimpse of the various areas of specialization, and a
straightforward look at what it takes to succeed. It then covers
the basic physical concepts and laws that students will
encounter on the job. Professional Profiles throughout the
text highlight the work of practicing engineers from around the
globe, tying in the fundamental principles and applying them
to professional engineering. Using a flexible, modular format,
the book demonstrates how engineers apply physical and
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chemical laws and principles, as well as mathematics, to
design, test, and supervise the production of millions of parts,
products, and services that people use every day. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
The Galileo mission to Jupiter explored an exciting new
frontier, had a major impact on planetary science, and
provided invaluable lessons for the design of spacecraft. This
mission amassed so many scientific firsts and key discoveries
that it can truly be called one of the most impressive feats of
exploration of the 20th century. In the words of John Casani,
the original project manager of the mission, "Galileo was a
way of demonstrating . . . just what U.S. technology was
capable of doing." An engineer on the Galileo team
expressed more personal sentiments when she said, "I had
never been a part of something with such great scope . . . .
To know that the whole world was watching and hoping with
us that this would work. We were doing something for all
mankind." When Galileo lifted off from Kennedy Space Center
on 18 October 1989, it began an interplanetary voyage that
took it to Venus, to two asteroids, back to Earth, and finally on
to Jupiter. The craft's instruments studied Jupiter's enormous
magnetosphere and its belts of intense radiation. The
spacecraft also sent off a planetary probe that accomplished
the most difficult atmospheric entry ever attempted. After this,
the craft spent years visiting Jupiter's moons and delving into
their structures and properties. This book attempts to convey
the creativity, leadership, and vision that were necessary for
the mission's success. It is a book about dedicated people
and their scientific and engineering achievements. The
Galileo mission faced many significant problems. Some of the
most brilliant accomplishments and "work-arounds" of the
Galileo staff occurred precisely when these challenges arose.
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Throughout the mission, engineers and scientists found ways
to keep the spacecraft operational from a distance of nearly
half a billion miles, enabling one of the most impressive
voyages of scientific discovery.
Comprehensive directory of databases as well as services
"involved in the production and distribution of information in
electronic form." There is a detailed subject index and
function/service classification as well as name, keyword, and
geographical location indexes.
"This book covers the basics of traditional educational testing,
measurement, and evaluation theory and methodology, as
well as sociopolitical issues and trends influencing the future
of that research and practice"--Publisher's description.
Introduces the features of the C programming language,
discusses data types, variables, operators, control flow,
functions, pointers, arrays, and structures, and looks at the
UNIX system interface
Offers a multifaceted portrait of the visionary German scientist
who became the chief rocket engineer of the Third Reich,
creator of the V-2 rocket, reluctant SS officer, and one of the
fathers of the U.S. space program.
This book offers an informed and revealing account of
NASA's involvement in the scientific understanding of the
Earth's atmosphere. Since the nineteenth century, scientists
have attempted to understand the complex processes of the
Earth's atmosphere and the weather created within it. This
effort has evolved with the development of new technologies
-- from the first instrument-equipped weather balloons to
multibillion-dollar meteorological satellite and planetary
science programs. Erik M. Conway chronicles the history of
atmospheric science at NASA, tracing the story from its
beginnings in 1958, the International Geophysical Year,
through to the present, focusing on NASA's programs and
research in meteorology, stratospheric ozone depletion, and
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planetary climates and global warming. But the story is not
only a scientific one. NASA's researchers operated within an
often politically contentious environment. Although
environmental issues garnered strong public and political
support in the 1970s, the following decades saw increased
opposition to environmentalism as a threat to free market
capitalism. Atmospheric Science at NASA critically examines
this politically controversial science, dissecting the often
convoluted roles, motives, and relationships of the various
institutional actors involved -- among them NASA,
congressional appropriation committees, government weather
and climate bureaus, and the military. -- Kristine C. Harper
"Information Systems for Business and Beyond introduces
the concept of information systems, their use in business, and
the larger impact they are having on our world."--BC Campus
website.
Get to knowthe Spiritist concepts with an easy reading.Can
we remember past lives? Is there life on other planets? Can
we see the future in our dreams? How is life after death?
Where is God's law written? Which are the powerful prayers?
How can we ward off evil spirits? Who was Chico Xavier and
Allan Kardec?
Written by a trio of experts, this is the definitive reference on
the Apollo spacecraft and lunar modules. It traces the design
of the vehicles, their development, and their operation in
space. More than 100 photographs and illustrations highlight
the text, which begins with NASA's origins and concludes with
the triumphant Apollo 11 moon mission.
For the last four decades, Tedric Harris' Rolling Bearing
Analysis has been the "bible" for engineers involved in rolling
bearing technology. Why do so many students and practicing
engineers rely on this book? The answer is simple: because
of its complete coverage from low- to high-speed applications
and full derivations of the underlying mathematics from a
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leader in the field. Updated, revamped, and reorganized for
the new millennium, the fifth incarnation of this classic
reference is the most modern, flexible, and interactive tool in
the field. What makes this edition so revolutionary? For
starters, the coverage is split conveniently into two books:
Essential Concepts of Bearing Technology introduces the
fundamentals involved in the use, design, and performance of
rolling bearings for more common applications; Advanced
Concepts of Bearing Technology delves into more advanced
topics involving more dynamic loading, more extreme
conditions, and higher-speed applications. Furthermore, each
book in this edition includes a CD-ROM that contains
numerical examples as well as tables of dimensional,
mounting, and life-rating data obtained from ABMA/ANSI
standards. Whether you are interested in the mathematics
behind the empirical values or methods for estimating the
effects of complex stresses on fatigue endurance, Rolling
Bearing Analysis, Fifth Edition compiles the techniques and
the data that you need in a single, authoritative resource.
This book constitutes the joint thoroughly refereed postproceedings of The Modeling Social Media Workshop, MSM
2010 held in Toronto, Canada in June 2010 and the
International Workshop on Mining Ubiquitous and Social
Environments, MUSE 2010, held in Barcelona, Spain in
September 2010. The eight revised full papers included were
carefully reviewed and selected after two rounds of reviewing
and revision. The papers address various aspects of the
analysis and engineering of socio-computational systems in
which social, ubiquitous and computational processes are
interdependent and tightly interwoven
In May 1961, President Kennedy announced that the United
States would attempt to land a man on the moon and return
him safely to the earth before the end of that decade. Yet
NASA did not have a specific plan for how to accomplish that
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goal. Over the next fourteen months, NASA vigorously
debated several options. At first the consensus was to send
one big rocket with several astronauts to the moon, land and
explore, and then take off and return the astronauts to earth
in the same vehicle. Another idea involved launching several
smaller Saturn V rockets into the earth orbit, where a lander
would be assembled and fueled before sending the crew to
the moon. But it was a small group of engineers led by John
C. Houbolt who came up with the plan that propelled human
beings to the moon and back—not only safely, but faster,
cheaper, and more reliably. Houbolt and his colleagues called
it “lunar orbit rendezvous,” or “LOR.” At first the LOR idea
was ignored, then it was criticized, and then finally dismissed
by many senior NASA officials. Nevertheless, the group,
under Houbolt’s leadership, continued to press the LOR idea,
arguing that it was the only way to get men to the moon and
back by President Kennedy’s deadline. Houbolt persisted,
risking his career in the face of overwhelming opposition. This
is the story of how John Houbolt convinced NASA to adopt
the plan that made history.
Gathering customer requirements is a key activity for
developing software that meets the customer's needs. A
concise and practical overview of everything a requirement's
analyst needs to know about establishing customer
requirements, this first-of-its-kind book is the perfect desk
guide for systems or software development work. The book
enables professionals to identify the real customer
requirements for their projects and control changes and
additions to these requirements. This unique resource helps
practitioners understand the importance of requirements,
leverage effective requirements practices, and better utilize
resources. The book also explains how to strengthen
interpersonal relationships and communications which are
major contributors to project effectiveness. Moreover,
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analysts find clear examples and checklists to help them
implement best practices.
Mathematical Modelling and Computer Simulation of
Activated Sludge Systems – Second Edition provides, from
the process engineering perspective, a comprehensive and
up-to-date overview regarding various aspects of the
mechanistic (“white box”) modelling and simulation of
advanced activated sludge systems performing biological
nutrient removal. In the new edition of the book, a special
focus is given to nitrogen removal and the latest
developments in modelling the innovative nitrogen removal
processes. Furthermore, a new section on micropollutant
removal has been added. The focus of modelling has been
shifting in the last years to models that can describe the
performance of a whole plant (plant-wide modelling). The
expanded part of this new edition introduces models
describing the most important processes interrelated with the
mainstream activated sludge systems as well as models
describing the energy balance, operating costs and
environmental impact. The complex process evaluation,
including minimization of energy consumption and carbon
footprint, is in line with the present and future wastewater
treatment goals. By combining a general introduction and a
textbook, this book serves both intermediate and more
experienced model users, both researchers and practitioners,
as a comprehensive guide to modelling and simulation
studies. The book can be used as a supplemental material at
graduate and post-graduate levels of wastewater
engineering/modelling courses.
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